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Abstract
We investigate the applicability of spanners as substructures that o5er both low cost and
low delay for broadcast and multicast. A k-spanner has the potential to o5er lower delay than
shared multicast trees because it limits the distance between any two nodes in the network to a
multiplicative factor k of the shortest-path distance. Using simulation over random topologies, we
compare k-spanners to single-source minimum-distance spanning trees and show that a k-spanner
can have similar cost and lower delay. We illustrate that by varying the value of k a spanner
can be made to gradually favor cost over delay. These results indicate the spanner can reduce
the cost of 9ooding, which is a basic mechanism used in multicast routing protocols.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Several current multicast routing protocols use 9ooding as a means of initially reach-
ing the members of a multicast group. This 9ooding represents one of the major costs
of multicast routing.
We are studying substructures that can limit this cost while bounding the resulting
increase in delay. In particular, we are studying k-spanners, subgraphs that guarantee
that the distance between any two nodes does not exceed the shortest path distance
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by a multiplicative factor k. Unlike other commonly used structures, such as Steiner
minimal tree approximations [17,14,10] or core-based trees [1,7], the k-spanner can
bound the path length between any two vertices in the graph. This bound can take into
account hop count, Euclidean distance, or link weights.
In this paper, we are concerned primarily with broadcast, rather than multicast, be-
cause algorithms for spanners (where all nodes are group members) are more tractable
than algorithms for substructures where only a subset of nodes are members. Broadcast
is also the basis for bootstrapping multicast communication in several multicast pro-
tocols, namely DVMRP [13] and PIM [7]. We have developed similar protocols that
bootstrap multicast by 9ooding a spanner. More details on our planned future work
with multicast are given in Section 6.
Our primary focus in this paper is a performance evaluation of spanners relative
to shortest-path spanning trees. While the theoretical bounds of k-spanners are well
known, their average behavior is not. Our goal is to characterize the average behavior of
k-spanners as a function of k to assess their applicability for group communication. We
limit our investigations to light-weight spanners, which approximate minimum-weight
spanning tree within O(log n) [11]. We demonstrate through simulation that a k-spanner
can be made to favor low cost (the number of edges) or low delay (average and
maximum distances) by adjusting k.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deInes graph spanners and
reviews relevant theoretical results. We then discuss in Section 3 how graph spanners
can be used for group communication. In Section 4, we present our experiment design
for studying spanner characteristics and in Section 5 we present our results. Finally, in
Section 6 we discuss our conclusions and several areas for future research, particularly
in applying this work to multicast.
2. Graph spanners
The notion of graph spanners was introduced about a decade ago in [12]. Each
spanner is parameterized by a constant k, as follows: A k-spanner of a graph G=(V; E)
is a graph S = (V; E′), where E′ is a subset of E, such that the distance in S between
any pair of vertices x and y of V is not more than k times the distance between x
and y in G. The distance between two vertices of a graph is deIned as the minimum,
over all paths connecting the two vertices in the graph, of the sum of edge lengths on
the path.
To illustrate the di5erences between spanning trees and spanners, we show an exam-
ple of a minimum distance spanning tree and a 2-spanner of a 4-vertex graph in Fig. 1.
A k-spanner is formed by removing certain edges from G while guaranteeing that the
distance between any pair of vertices is not stretched by more than the multiplicative
factor k. Unfortunately, the problem of deciding whether a k-spanner exists that has
total weight (i.e., sum of weights associated with edges) less than W in an arbitrary
graph G has been shown to be NP-complete for most values of k [3]. The problem
remains NP-complete for any planar, biconnected graph G, with lower limits for k
depending on whether edges of G are weighted or unweighted (i.e., weights all equal
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Fig. 1. Examples of a spanning tree and a 2-spanner of a 4-vertex graph.
to one). Finally, determining whether an arbitrary graph has a k-spanner that is a tree
or that is planar is also NP-complete [4,2].
Given the apparent intractability of Inding minimum-weight spanners, a greedy algo-
rithm that Inds relatively light-weight spanners can be used. The algorithm is deIned
as follows:
Algorithm LightWeightSpanner(G; k)
// Input: an arbitrary connected graph G = (V; E) and an integer k ¿ 1
// Output: a k-spanner S = (V; E′) of G
Step 0. Let E′ be empty.
Step 1. Sort the edges E in increasing order of weight.
Step 2. For each edge e = (x; y) in E (considered in sorted order)
if { the distance between x and y in S = (V; E′)
is greater than k times the distance in G }
then { add edge e to E′ }
Step 3. Report S = (V; E′) as result.
The algorithm considers light edges Irst and only adds an edge to the spanner when
it is necessary to connect neighbors so as to maintain the given stretch factor. The
resultant graph is a k-spanner because, if each edge in G has not been stretched by
more than k, then any path between nonneighbors in G has not been stretched by
more than k. The algorithm is clearly implementable in polynomial time. Mansour and
Peleg have determined some properties of the spanners generated by this algorithm.
For a graph with n vertices, the algorithm returns a sparse (with O(n) edges) and
light-weight (within O(log n) of the minimum weight of a spanning tree) k-spanner,
with k =O(log n) [11].
Throughout this paper we use light-weight spanners generated by the above algo-
rithm. All our results refer to these spanners.
3. Broadcast and multicast over spanners
How might spanners be employed for message distribution in networks? One poten-
tial application is as a virtual topology for broadcast and multicast. Broadcast is the
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communication process whereby a message is sent from one sender to all other sites of
a network, such as an administrative domain of the Internet. A need for broadcasting
can arise in a number of network management and control contexts, as well as in
implementations of distributed algorithms. Multicast involves sending a message to a
subset of the sites in a network, and is typically used for group communication, such
as audio or video conferencing.
A common method used to perform broadcast in a network is reverse path 5ooding.
The 9ooding process begins when a source transmits a message by sending it on all of
its links. Each router that receives the message checks whether it was received on the
link that it would use to send messages to the source along its shortest-path route. If
this check succeeds, then the router forwards the message on all other links, otherwise
it drops the message. Hence, with this process a message is 9ooded along the reverse
of the shortest paths used to reach a source. This method of 9ooding is used by both
DVMRP [13] and PIM Dense Mode [6].
In order to perform reverse-path forwarding in a spanner, each router must be able
to know which of its links may be used to reach a given source via its shortest
path. In the case of DVMRP and PIM Dense Mode, a unicast routing protocol pro-
vides this information. When using a spanner, however, this routing information is
no longer valid, since many of the links in the original graph have been “deleted.”
Hence, some new mechanism must be used to provide shortest paths in relation to the
spanner.
In this vein, we have proposed two methods for performing reverse-path 9ooding in
a spanner, based on the two common methods for routing in packet-switched networks.
The Irst of these methods assumes that a link-state protocol is used for routing packets
in the network. In this case, routers run a centralized version of the light-weight spanner
algorithm and can likewise run Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm to determine paths
within the spanner. The second method is intended for networks with distance-vector
routing and uses a distributed algorithm to compute the spanner. Routers then use “hop
count” to determine the shortest path to a source. Details of these protocols can be
found in [8].
The algorithm for sending multicast messages in a spanner uses broadcast in a
two-step bootstrap mechanism. This mechanism is no di5erent from those used by
both DVMRP and PIM. The Irst step in sending a multicast message is to 9ood mes-
sages along the reverse-path tree to all nodes. In the second step, leaves that are not
members of the multicast group may remove themselves from the tree in a process
known as pruning. As the pruning occurs, routers in the tree that are left without any
children can likewise prune themselves. Eventually, the tree delivers messages only to
those nodes that wish to receive them.
Since both multicast and broadcast use reverse-path 9ooding, the cost of the 9ooding
algorithm is a primary concern. Note that during the 9ooding, a message traverses every
edge at least once and some edges twice. Thus, the number of edges in a graph is a
good approximation to the amount of traRc generated by a broadcast through 9ooding.
Using a light-weight k-spanner, we can reduce the cost of 9ooding by decreasing the
number of edges used for broadcast. In the following section, we illustrate the tradeo5s
between cost and delay that result from using k-spanners.
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4. Experiment design
In order to be useful for bootstrapping multicast, a k-spanner must Irst have desir-
able broadcast properties. To assess the utility of broadcasting over spanners, we have
designed a set of experiments to measure average cost and delay over a set of random
topologies. We compare 9ooding over light-weight spanners to 9ooding over the entire
network and to 9ooding over a shortest-path spanning tree rooted at a random node.
Flooding over a network gives maximum cost and minimum delay, whereas 9ooding
over a shortest-path spanning tree reduces cost but increases the delay. We have con-
sidered this latter style of communication because it has been suggested as the basis
for forming a low-cost core-based tree [7]. Details on how other types of shared trees
perform based on these two metrics may be found in [16].
We want the randomized topologies to be representative of topologies for adminis-
trative domains of the Internet. As such, we generate graphs having either 64 or 128
vertices and average vertex degrees of approximately 4 or 8. In addition, we use two
vertex connection schemes: one representing a strictly random adjacency pattern and
a second preferring “nearby” vertices over “distant” connections. This results in eight
di5erent classes of random graphs, one for each combination of the above three con-
ditions. Our test sets consist of 50 graphs for each type. We generated three sets of
graphs for each type to get some indication as to the stability of our results relative to
the random number generator used to create the network graphs.
We use the suite of random graph generators available at Georgia Tech [5]. These
algorithms all place a set of n vertices at random, uniformly distributed over a square
(with diameter L, see below) in the plane, and then consider each pair of vertices in
turn, deciding whether an edge is to be added between them. The purely random scheme
uses an equal probability of an edge for all pairs of vertices; the locality preference
scheme has the probability decreasing exponentially with the distance between the
two vertices on the plane [18]. While there has been a discussion of how to model the
structure of the Internet at large, the Waxman model is widely regarded as a reasonable
model of a single administrative domain (see [18]). The locality method we used is the
basic Waxman model, [15] in which the probability of an edge being added between
two vertices is e−d=(L) where d is the distance between the vertices on the plane
and  and  are parameters of the method. An increase in  increases the number of
edges, and an increase in  increases the ratio of “long” to “short” edges. We use
the following parameter settings: for degree 4, 64 vertex graphs,  = 0:42,  = 0:14;
for degree 4, 128 vertex graphs,  = 0:21,  = 0:14; for degree 8, 64 vertex graphs,
= 0:85, = 0:15; and for degree 8, 128 vertex graphs, = 0:42, = 0:14. We chose
the low value of  to favor short edges (hence “locality”) and adjusted  to obtain the
desired average degree. (Setting of  follows that of [18].)
The primary metrics we are interested in are number of edges, average distance,
and maximum distance in a given graph, its spanners, and spanning tree. We consider
three measures for the distance along an edge in a given graph. The Irst is uniform
over all edges; we assume its value is one. Given this measure, the distance between
two vertices equals the number of edges (“hop count”) in a shortest path between the
pair. The second measure is the (Euclidean) distance between the end-vertices of the
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edge wrt. their location on the plane (determined when the graph is generated). The
third measure is a random weight, assigned from the set {1; 2; 4; 8; 16}, re9ecting the
fact that for traRc management purposes in networks like the Internet, the cost of an
edge may be set to an arbitrary value irrespective of its physical length. The set of
weights has been chosen to represent di5erent orders of magnitude. We refer to these
three distance measures as the hop, length, and weight measure, respectively.
For each given graph G, we determine the following subgraphs: k-spanners Sk(G),
26 k6 7, and a minimum-distance spanning tree T (G) from vertex labeled 0, for all
three edge-distance measures (a total of 21 subgraphs). Note that each subgraph has
the same vertex set as the original graph, but has only a subset of the edges. We then
compare each subgraph to the original graph in terms of three metrics: number of edges
E, diameter D, and average distance A between vertices. We make these comparisons in
terms of the edge-distance measure (either hop, length, or weight) used in constructing
the spanner.
We compare subgraphs by computing the ratios of parameter values for a subgraph
to the values for the given graph; for example, E(S2(G))=E(G) would be the ratio of
number of edges in a 2-spanner of G to the number of edges in a given graph G. We
use the notation Gv;d to represent the set of graphs with v vertices and average degree
d; for example G64;4 represents the set of graphs with 64 vertices and average degree 4.
We generated three test sets of 50 graphs for each of the above proIles. Our re-
sults indicate little or no di5erence between the three test sets for the same parameter
settings. Thus, we report the results from the Irst set of graphs for each parameter
combination.
5. Experiment results
The experiment as designed above, generates a complex array of results. There are
eight types of random graphs, based on number of vertices, average vertex degree,
and whether there was a locality preference in generating edges. Then there are 3
edge-distance measures applied to edges: hop, length, and weight. For each graph and
distance measure, we compute k-spanners for k from 2 to 7 and minimum-distance
spanning trees rooted at an arbitrary vertex. The metrics are computed for all graphs
are: number of edges, average distance between vertices, and greatest distance between
vertices (i.e., graph diameter).
The results of our experiment are expressed in terms of the ratios that compare
values of the metrics for a spanner or a spanning tree to the corresponding values for
the original graph. This use of ratios to compare graph metrics is similar to that used
in [16] to evaluate options for multicast shared trees. The ratios of the numbers of
edges are less than 1.0, while distance-related ratios are greater than 1.0 (re9ecting the
increased distance due to excluding some edges). We plot the values of these metric
ratios for k-spanners as functions of k ranging from 2 to 7. Each plot presents the
average ratio, with error bars indicating the 25th and 75th percentile value, over the
50 graph sample. The ratio of the corresponding parameter value for spanning trees is
shown on each plot for comparison purposes.
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Fig. 2. Edge ratios for the two random graph models (purely random edge placement on the left, locality
preference on the right).
5.1. Number of edges
Given a graph with n vertices every spanning tree has n − 1 edges. As such, the
edge ratio for this parameter is a simple function of the average degree of the original
graph (i.e., about twice its inverse). For a random graph with average degree 4, we
expect the edge ratio to be (n− 1)=2n, or a little less than 0.50; for degree 8 graphs,
we expect (n − 1)=4n, or a little less than 0.25. There will be some variability due
to the randomness of the graphs generated, more so for the locality preference graphs
as the parameter settings that in9uence average degree were determined by trial and
error. The spanning trees set the lower bound for the number of edges in the spanners.
Edge ratios for the spanners will range from a possible high of 1.0 (all edges included)
down to the ratios associated with the spanning trees.
Let us start with results for G64;4, the 64 vertex graphs having vertices with average
degree 4. Fig. 2 shows two diagrams depicting edge ratios for k-spanners with k from
2 to 7; one graph showing the values of metrics for purely random graphs and the
other showing the same values for graphs with a locality preference. We Irst note the
general shape of the curves. The number of edges in k-spanners approach the number of
edges in the spanning tree as k increases. This is consistent with the theoretical results
mentioned earlier regarding properties of the light-weight spanners generated by the
spanner algorithm we used. The decrease in number of edges is especially pronounced
for the length and weight edge-distance measures. In addition, the numbers of edges in
k-spanners of locality preference graphs for these two distance measures have nearly
identical behavior as k varies.
The k-spanners constructed for the hop edge-distance measure (hop spanners) con-
sistently have more edges than those constructed for length and weight edge-distance
measures (length and weight spanners). This phenomenon has a straightforward expla-
nation. Recall the algorithm only adds edges (considered in increasing order of their
length or weight) to the spanner as needed to maintain an increase in distance by a
factor of less than k between neighbors in the original graph. A “long” edge in the
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Fig. 3. Average hop distance for the two random graph models (purely random edge placement on the left,
locality preference on the right).
length or weight spanners may not be needed, as there may be already in the spanner
a path of (possibly more than k) ‘shorter edges between the end-vertices of that edge.
In a hop spanner, all edges have equal distance and are considered in a random order.
Thus, an edge can only be omitted from the hop spanner when a path of k or fewer
edges between its end-vertices has already been considered, which can be expected to
happen less often.
As far as any di5erences between purely random and locality preference graphs,
edge ratios for the hop and weight spanners are a5ected little, if at all. For the length
edge-distance measure, some di5erences do appear. The edge ratio for length spanners
is consistently lower in the locality preference graphs. This indicates that the locality
preference for connecting neighbors in the given, randomly generated graph does pro-
vide a small advantage when forming spanners based on the length distance measure
in terms of number of edges required. As there are more “short” edges in such graphs,
a higher percentage of what “long” edges there are can be eliminated by the spanner
algorithm. Note that when all edges are considered to have the same edge distance,
as with the hop measure, or when edge distances do not correspond to the basis for
the locality preference, as with the weight measure, there is essentially no e5ect on
number of edges.
5.2. Distance measures
We next turn to distance-related results for the graphs with 64 vertices and average
degree 4. As spanners have fewer edges than the original graphs, distances between
vertices will increase. By how much they increase and how they compare to increases
for minimum-distance spanning trees are the key questions. While the number of edges
is related to traRc generated during message distribution, distance corresponds roughly
to communication delay in the network. Let us Irst consider the hop distance measure,
as this is usually considered to be most relevant to distance and delay in the Internet.
First, we consider average hop distance between vertices. Fig. 3 presents results
for the hop spanners, the Irst plot for purely random graphs and the second one for
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Fig. 4. Average hop diameter for the two random graph models (purely random edge placement on the left,
locality preference on the right).
locality preference graphs. In a minimum-distance spanning tree the average distance
ratio between the tree and the original graph, A(T (G64;4)))=A(G64;4)), is slightly greater
than 1.6. We see that average hop distance increases by over 60%, regardless of locality
preference in neighbor selection. Recall that this is for group communication using the
spanning tree as a shared structure, so we are considering all nodes, not just the root
of the tree, as potential sources.
For a 4-spanner of such graphs, the ratio A(S4(G64;4)=A(G64;4)) is approximately
1.2, representing only a 20% increase in average hop distance. As spanners do not
approximate trees for small k, there are alternative paths that provide shortcuts between
vertices, resulting in average distances that are signiIcantly lower in such spanners.
We see average hop distances are not impacted by locality preference in the network
topology.
In Fig. 4, we consider hop diameters in degree 4 graphs, again by two plots, one for
purely random graphs and one for locality preference graphs. In a minimum-distance
spanning tree, the ratio D(T (G64;4))=D(G64;4) is about 1.5, representing a 50% increase
over hop diameters of the original graph. For a 4-spanner of such graphs, the ratio
D(S4(G64;4)=D(G64;4)) is approximately 1.2, for only a 20% increase in hop diameter.
Again, we see diameters associated with hop distances are not changed by locality
preference in modeling the network topology. Overall, we see 4-spanners perform very
well in comparison to minimum-distance spanning trees when considering average hop
distance; the di5erence is less for the hop diameter measure, but still signiIcant.
Our results show that, as was true for number of edges, only results associated with
the length measure for edge distance are impacted by locality preference in forming
edge connections. Fig. 5 shows how average distance ratios in spanners and spanning
trees for the length edge-distance measure is indeed improved in the locality prefer-
ence networks. Even though the number of edges in spanners of the locality preference
graphs is less than in spanners for the pure random model, their diameters and aver-
age distances are also smaller. Thus, if locality preference based on the edge-distance
measure plays a role in creating a network graph, then spanners of that graph perform
even better than indicated by the results for hop spanners.
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Fig. 5. Average length distance ratios (purely random edge placement on the left, locality preference on the
right).
Note that the distance metrics for spanning trees do not represent an upper limit on
those metrics for k-spanners. Spanners do not focus on minimizing any distances, only
limiting maximum distance growth. Spanners for higher values of k tend to permit
greater distances between vertices than do the minimum-distance spanning trees. This
is especially noticeable when considering the diameter measure. The k-spanners we
generated have higher hop diameter than the corresponding spanning trees when k was
greater or equal to 5.
5.3. Vertices and degrees
As average vertex degree increases, both spanning trees and spanners have lower
edge ratios. In Fig. 6, we turn our attention to G64;8, graphs having 64 vertices with
average degree of 8. In Fig. 2 we saw that for a degree 4 graph, a 4-spanner has less
than 55% of the edges of the original graph for the length and weight edge-distance
measures; a 4-spanner for the hop edge-distance measure has about 75% of the edges.
Now, in a degree 8 graph, a 4-spanner has only approximately 30% of the edges
of the original graph for the length and weight edge-distance measures; for the hop
edge-distance measure, it has less than 50%. Recall that if we use a spanner to broadcast
a message by 9ooding within a domain, the number of edges corresponds roughly to
the message traRc generated. We can see that using a 4-spanner to 9ood the network
results in signiIcant reduction in traRc, and that this beneIt increases as average degree
of vertices in the network graph increases.
When considering the e5ects of average vertex degree on distance measures, we
Ind that the average hop distance ratio for the spanning tree is approximately 1.75 in
graphs with average degree 8; for 3-spanners, it is less than 1.25, and for 4-spanners
it is less than 1.45, regardless of locality preference. In these same graphs, the hop
diameter ratio for the spanning tree is approximately 1.55; for 3-spanners it is less
than 1.25, and for 4-spanners it is less than 1.50, regardless of locality preference. We
see that distance ratios tend to increase overall, re9ecting a penalty incurred by being
able to discard more edges when forming the spanners in higher degree graphs. The
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Fig. 6. Representative results for degree-8 graphs.
pattern of results we Ind when comparing spanners to the minimum-distance spanning
trees are essentially unchanged, however. The 3- or 4-spanners signiIcantly reduce
distances over the spanning tree. As in degree-4 graphs, spanners show better relative
performance on the average distance metric than on the diameter metric. Fig. 6 shows
some representative results for spanners of degree-8 graphs.
Finally, we consider network graphs having 128 vertices. The Irst thing we note
is that the general pattern of results remains unchanged. Overall, the edge ratios tend
to be slightly higher for the spanners. This increase in edge ratios produces slightly
better distance-related ratios in the spanners. The results for graphs with 128 vertices
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are somewhat more supportive of the usefulness of 3-, 4-, or 5-spanners as distribu-
tion topologies; spanner distance-related ratios are slightly better when compared to
minimum-distance spanning tree results.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we conduct what we believe to be the Irst experimental analysis
of k-spanners with respect to cost and delay. We have shown the k-spanner to be
an intermediate between 9ooding over the entire network and using a single-source,
minimum-distance spanning tree. Using a value of 4 or 5 for k produces a k-spanner
with cost approaching that of the spanning tree, yet with signiIcantly lower delay.
These characteristics enable the spanner to reduce the cost of reverse-path 9ooding,
which is a basic mechanism used in multicast routing protocols. As a result of this
work we have developed several protocols for distributing multicast messages over a
spanner [8].
As part of continuing research, we have deIned a distributed protocol for computing
k-spanners. With only local knowledge of network topology, sites send messages to
nearby sites and determine alternate paths for an edge, being paths from one end of
the edge to the other of length less than or equal to k times the length of the edge.
Sites then propose deletion of incident edges having alternate paths; these are accepted
by nearby sites if removal of the edge would not eliminate all alternate paths associated
with an edge already deleted. Experiments indicate the resultant spanners exhibit cost
and delay properties similar to those of the light-weight spanners considered in this
report [9]. This protocol is an important step in making spanners more applicable to
network communication, as the spanners need not be computed centrally.
We have also been considering multicast protocols over shared structures that have
multiple cores or rendezvous points. Sites join a group by selecting a nearest core
associated with the group and joining to a distribution tree rooted there. What is needed
in such a scheme is a shared structure for communication amongst the core sites. We
have proposed and implemented a prototype protocol that uses a k-spanner amongst
the core sites for this purpose. We call such a structure a k-stanner, being related to a
Steiner tree that only spans a subset of sites. We have deIned a distributed, 1-stanner
protocol, which when run on top of a previously determined k-spanner, determines a
k-stanner amongst the cores. We have called the combined spanner/stanner multicast
protocol DomCast. We select sites in the core to form a type of dominating set of all
sites in a group. To send a message, a site sends a message to a nearest core, which
then distributes the message to the cores over the stanner; each core then distributes
the message over the multicast tree that it roots for the group [9].
In conclusion, spanners o5er an interesting alternative to trees as shared substructures
for particular communication tasks, such as multicast. By varying k, such structures can
be tuned to re9ect the relative importance of cost and delay for a given application. The
work reported here re9ects our initial experimentation with spanners; we are continuing
research exploring their applicability to communication tasks of interest.
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